KIDS IN NATURE

GENERAL INFORMATION

- **Agency:** Kids in Nature
- **Sponsor:** Kathryn Jaffe
- **Email:** scforestkids@gmail.com
- **Website:** kidsinnaturesc.com
- **Address:** Westlake Elementary School, near base of campus
- **Quarters Needed:** All
- **2 and 5 unit internships**

INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION

After School program for elementary-aged public school students focused on taking children out into nature and teaching them about the plants and animals that live in our area. Program emphasizes natural history, ethnobotany, storytelling, art, craft, story, foraging, ethics, personal development, and emotional literacy and growth in the students.

Intern roles include hiking with our groups, interacting the the students, assisting the main teachers, having joy and wonderment outside. Opportunities to create original curriculum, access to tailored readings, and learning from our experienced and kind teachers. 5 Unit interns get to also create an original project with and for the students.

This Spring we are creating a key and field guide to edible and medicinal plants along with common birds and insects of the area with the children. Looking for interns excited about nature illustration, learning about plants, telling stories, and mentoring our next generation of nature stewards!